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Abstract As the complexities of wireless technologies

increase, novel multidisciplinary approaches for the spec-

trum sharing/management are required with inputs from

the technology, economics and regulations. Recently, the

cognitive radio technology comes into action to handle the

spectrum scarcity problem. To identify the available

spectrum resource, decision on the optimal sensing and

transmission time with proper coordination among the

users for spectrum access are the important characteristics

of spectrum sharing methods. In this paper, we have

technically overviewed the state-of-the-art of the various

spectrum sharing techniques and discussed their potential

issues with emerging applications of the communication

system, especially to enhance the spectral efficiency. The

potential advantages, limiting factors, and characteristic

features of the existing cognitive radio spectrum sharing

domains are thoroughly discussed and an overview of the

spectrum sharing is provided as it ensures the channel

access without the interference/collision to the licensed

users in the spectrum.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the spectral resource demand has been greatly

increased due to the emerging wireless services and prod-

ucts in the market. However, the frequency allocation charts

reveal that almost all the frequency bands have already been

assigned and the traditional static spectrum allocation

strategies cause temporal and geographical holes [1] of the

spectrum usage in the licensed bands. However, it might be

possible that at certain time or space, some of the spectrum

allocated to a certain service is unutilized and because of the

fixed spectrum allocation scheme, the other user/service

provider cannot use this unutilized spectrum. Therefore, the

spectrum is not scarce but the inefficient utilization of the

allocated spectrum leads to the spectrum scarcity problem.

The limitations of fixed spectrum allocation based

scheme have been discussed in detail in [2]. To overcome

the aforementioned limitations of the fixed spectrum allo-

cation scheme, the concept of dynamic spectrum access

(DSA) [3] and opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) [4]

have been introduced, which defines a set of techniques and

models to support the dynamic management of the spectrum

for wireless communications systems. Therefore, the cog-

nitive radio evolved as a technique to improve the overall

spectrum usage by exploiting the spectrum opportunities in

both the licensed and unlicensed bands. It starts with the

sensing of radio frequency (RF) medium—radios are able to

exploit information about the wireless environment to be

aware of local and temporal spectrum usage.

The opportunistic users may dynamically select the best

available channels, and adapt their transmission parameters

to avoid harmful interference between the contending

cognitive users. Therefore, the cognitive radio is a

promising wireless communication technology geared to

solve the spectrum scarcity problem by opportunistically
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identifying the unused portions of the spectrum. It

observes, learns, optimizes and intelligently adapts to

achieve optimal frequency band usage and establish com-

munication, while ensuring that the licensed or primary

users of the spectrum are not affected [2]. It is able to

operate in multiple frequency bands and maximize the

utilization of the limited radio spectrum while accommo-

dating the increasing number of services and applications

in the wireless communication systems. The driving force

behind the cognitive radio technology is the new spectrum

licensing methods initiated by the federal communication

commission (FCC), which is more flexible to allow the

unlicensed (or secondary/cognitive) users to access the

spectrum as long as the licensed (primary) users are not

interfered by the unlicensed users [5]. This new spectrum

licensing method significantly improves the utilization of

frequency band and enhances the performance of wireless

communication systems. However, the potential deploy-

ment of cognitive radio networks has been further aug-

mented through various standardization activities supported

by the IEEE-(IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.16 h, IEEE 802.11y,

IEEE 802.11af), and directives of spectrum regulatory

agencies. These aforementioned standardization efforts

opened portions of the spectrum for opportunistic spectrum

access and laid down rules for sharing the spectrum

potentially for various novel and promising applications

such as smart grid, machine-to-machine, vehicular net-

works, public safety networks and emergency networks.

Various research communities have different definitions

of the cognitive radio and each community has unique view

with its defining features. According to the communication

theorists view, the cognitive radio is primarily concern with

the dynamic spectrum sharing, while the networking/in-

formation technology researchers interpret cognitive radio

as a device capable of cross-layer optimization, the com-

puter scientists picture it as a device capable of learning

and adapting with assumed capabilities, while the hard-

ware/radio frequency community often views it as an

evolutionary step from Software Defined Radio (SDR) [5–

9]. Basically, the fundamental concept of cognitive radio

has been adopted from the SDR, which can operate on

multiple frequency bands without any hardware modifica-

tion, however the selection of frequency band and operat-

ing parameters is manually controlled by the user through

the software. The artificial intelligence part for learning

and decision making is not available in SDR in contrast to

the cognitive radio, which is the software defined radio

along with the capability of sensing their environment and

making decision such as about modulation scheme, trans-

mission power etc. without human intervention. A primary

network is not aware of the cognitive network behavior and

it does not need any specific functionality to coexist with it.

When a primary user is detected, the cognitive users should

immediately react by changing their RF power, rate,

codebook, used channel, etc. because their transmissions

should not degrade primary user’s quality-of-service

(QoS). Moreover, the cognitive users should coordinate

their access to the available spectrum/channel and avoid

collisions between different cognitive radios.

There are various applications proposed for the

deployment of cognitive radio network in coexisting/

shared basis because of their highly underutilized spectrum

such as television, microwave point-to-point links and land

mobile radio. The cognitive radio based communication

standard IEEE 802.22 WRANs (Wireless Regional Area

Networks) is discussed in [10] which allows the coexis-

tence of television users and cognitive radio users for

wireless internet access. The cognitive radio users can use

the television band for Internet applications in rural areas

when it is unused and is advantageous to have broadband

internet access over these television white spaces, other-

wise separate broadband network deployment could be

difficult and costly in rural areas. This technology can also

be applied for e-health services [11], intelligent trans-

portation system such as VANET (vehicular ad-hoc net-

work) [12], emergency [13] and military services [14].

Zhao and Sadler [3] have described the basic aspects of the

DSA with regulatory issues and Akyildiz et al. [15] have

provided the brief overview of cognitive radio technology

and its functioning. Further, the authors in [16] have

overviewed the different spectrum sensing techniques and

spectrum sharing domain has been briefly explored. In this

paper, we have technically overviewed the state-of-the-art

of various spectrum sharing/management techniques in

detail and discussed their potential issues with emerging

applications of the communication system, especially to

enhance the spectral efficiency and fairness among the

users. The sharing techniques which are employed by

cognitive users or network are: (1) power control method,

(2) game theory, (3) multiple antennas, and (4) medium

access control (MAC) protocol. In particular, Sect. 2

describes the spectrum sharing model in cognitive radio

network. Further, in Sect. 3 different domains of spectrum

sharing are described. Section 4 shows the related work

done by researchers in the direction of throughput/capacity

enhancement of the cognitive radio system and Sect. 5

concludes the paper and explores the future scope.

2 System model for spectrum sharing

The shared nature of wireless channel requires the coordi-

nation of transmission attempts among the cognitive users.

However, themain functions of cognitive radio are classified

into three classes [15]: (1) Spectrum sensing, (2) spectrum

sharing/management and, (3) spectrum mobility. With
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reference to the knowledge of spectrum band utilization, the

authors in [2] have explored three potential approaches such

as database registry, beacon signals, and spectrum sensing to

identify the spectrum opportunities. The database registry

method requires the GPS (global positing system) mounted

on unlicensed devices to determine its location and accesses

the database of primary network to detect the licensed

channels that are vacant at that location. However, there are

some potential challenges associated with the database reg-

istrymethod to detect the spectrum opportunities such as: (1)

need of new commercial entity to be built and maintained

database, (2) cognitive devices need to know their location

with prescribed accuracy which is difficult for indoor GPS

enabled devices, and (3) devices need additional connec-

tivity in a different frequency band in order to be able to

access the database prior to any transmission in the licensed

frequency band. Further, for detecting the spectrum holes

with beacon signals, the potential challenge is that an unli-

censed device transmits if it has received a beacon (control)

signal and identifying unutilized channels within the service

area. However, without reception of the beacon signal, the

unlicensed user transmission is not permitted and it keeps

unlicensed users waiting even when the licensed spectrum is

not occupied in case of hidden terminal problem, and the

beacon infrastructure should be maintained either by a

licensed operator or by some other operator adding extra cost

factor. However, the spectrum sensing approach is best

among aforementioned approaches to yield the unused

channel because unlicensed users autonomously detect the

licensed spectrum and no modification to the existing

infrastructure of a licensed system is required. Therefore, the

dynamic spectrum access through the spectrum sensing is

compatible with legacy wireless communications systems.

The spectrum sensing approach is used in various cases

along with database registry method to know the utilization

pattern of the licensed channels. The spectrum sensing is

the capability of cognitive radio to detect the available

channels within the pre-existing systems (licensed bands/

primary users band) and various dimensions of the sensing

such as time, space, angle-of-arrival, code along with fre-

quency have been explored for full-awareness about the

spectrum. For example, (1) in time-dimension: an oppor-

tunity of particular spectrum band to be unused by licensed

users in specific time has to be sensed, (2) in space-di-

mension: particular band to be unused by licensed users in

specific geographical area has to be sensed, and (3) in

code-dimension: even if a band is occupied in time, fre-

quency and space dimension by licensed users, it can still

be used by the cognitive radio users by using free spreading

code or hopping sequence. The spectrum mobility allows

the cognitive radio users to switch to other unutilized fre-

quency band in case of primary user appearance between

cognitive radios communications.

The key component of dynamic spectrum access in

cognitive radio technology is spectrum sharing, which is

responsible for an efficient and fair spectrum allocation or

scheduling solutions among the licensed users and cogni-

tive users. In the spectrum sharing model, the radio spec-

trum is shared between the primary user network and

cognitive user network, simultaneously. However, the

unlicensed or cognitive users can opportunistically access

the radio spectrum if it is not occupied or fully utilized by

the primary users. In other words, as long as the unlicensed

user does not interrupt the primary user by maintaining the

collision probability below the target level, the spectrum

access by the unlicensed user is allowed and it remains

transparent to the primary user. However, such type of

sharing takes place without the primary users being aware

of cognitive users i.e. the transmissions of cognitive user

are having minimal impact on the operating conditions for

which the primary user devices are designed. This model of

spectrum sharing is attractive as it increases the spectrum

access/spectrum utilization and also assures the co-existing

with existing legacy systems. However, various parameters

of the cognitive network system model for spectrum

sharing are shown in Fig. 1 and are as follows.

2.1 Cognitive radio network architecture

The architecture of cognitive radio network is an important

aspect for sharing the licensed spectrum with multiple cog-

nitive users. There are mainly two types of cognitive radio

network architecture which is described as follows [2].

2.1.1 Centralized cognitive radio network

In the centralized cognitive radio network, the control of

spectrum allocation and access to a particular regime of the

spectrum by cognitive users is performed by a central

controller, for example, a base station [16, 17]. In addition

to this, all the cognitive user’s communication are followed

through this central controller and the spectrum access

decisions like duration of spectrum allocation and transmit

power by the cognitive user is controlled through the

central base station. For this purpose, the central controller

needs to collect information about the spectrum usage of

the licensed users as well as information about the spec-

trum requirements of the cognitive users. An optimal

solution, based on this information maximizes the total

network throughput, provides QoS, reduce latency etc., can

be obtained. The decisions of central controller are

broadcasted to all the cognitive users in the network.

However, the information collection and exchange to and

from the central controller and the cognitive users incur a

considerable overhead [2].
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2.1.2 Distributed cognitive radio network

In the distributed cognitive radio network, the cognitive

users communicate with each other directly that is in a

peer-to-peer manner without requiring any base station or

central controller [2, 16]. However, the cognitive user can

make a decision on spectrum access independently and

autonomously. Since each cognitive user has to collect

information about the ambient radio environment and make

its decision locally, the cognitive radio transceiver of each

cognitive user requires more computational resources than

that required in the centralized network. However, the

communications overhead in this case would be smaller. In

the multi-hop communication, the cognitive users some-

times may be assumed as relay stations [2].

2.2 Spectrum allocation behavior

2.2.1 Cooperative spectrum sharing

In the cooperative sharing scheme [18], all the cognitive

users cooperate with each other either through a centralized

base station or through a common control channel in the

centralized or distributed cognitive radio networks. The

cooperation between cognitive users is performed to share

the spectrum with maximum efficiency by exchanging the

sensing information with each other and thus the cooper-

ative spectrum sensing [19] reduces the sensing time while

improving the spectrum sensing accuracy, incurs good

degree of fairness, higher complexity, and overhead with

an increase in the energy consumption [20]. However, in

order to reduce the communication overhead, complexity

and power consumption in the cooperative spectrum

sensing only those sensing information is used, which is

useful in determining the primary user’s presence [21].

The communication overhead is further minimized in

the cognitive radio spectrum sharing system through clus-

tering [22] in which the spectrum sensing results are

combined and processed locally by the cluster head. The

cluster head of each cluster, reports the result to a central

controller to make the final decision regarding the channel

access. However, some other techniques have been pro-

posed for sharing the spectrum by combining the spectrum

sensing results of different cognitive users and making

decision of sharing spectrum based on the cooperative

sensing and simplest one is to use an OR operation among

the received sensing results [23], and weighted data based

fusion [24]. The sensing and combining techniques based

on maximal ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain com-

bining (EGC) with the help of multiple antennas under

different fading channels are explored in [25] and

demonstrated that this method improves detection proba-

bility of the primary users.

2.2.2 Non-cooperative spectrum sharing

In comparison to the cooperative spectrum sharing, in this

spectrum sharing method the cognitive users do not

exchange any kind of information with each other. How-

ever, this method of sharing is advantageous for less

number of cognitive user’s network and provides less

communication overhead, but in the multiuser network it

causes severe degradation of spectrum efficiency because

of the selfish nature of each cognitive user. Since the

spectrum sensing information of single user is utilized to

make decision for sharing the primary licensed channel,

therefore the probability of false-alarm is significantly

more in the non-cooperative spectrum sharing in compar-

ison to that of the cooperative spectrum sharing method

and results the performance degradation of either primary

or cognitive user.

2.3 Spectrum access techniques

In a shared-use model, the spectrum can be accessed by the

cognitive user in three different modes [2], namely, spec-

trums interweave/opportunistic spectrum access, spectrum

underlay and spectrum overlay, which are discussed in

detail as follows.

2.3.1 Spectrum interweave/opportunistic spectrum access

(OSA)

At a particular time, frequency or space, if the spectrum is

not utilized by the primary user, it can be opportunistically

accessed by the cognitive users with the help of spectrum

Fig. 1 Spectrum sharing

system model for the cognitive

radio communication system
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interweave access method [26, 27] as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Therefore, in order to access the regime of spectrum using

the spectrum interweave technique, the cognitive user has

to perform spectrum sensing to detect the activity of a

primary user in that regime.

If a spectrum hole that is inactive primary user is

detected, the cognitive users may access that unutilized

spectrum as is shown from Fig. 2(a). Once the primary user

resumes its transmission, the cognitive users must have to

vacate the spectrum. The spectrum interweave method is

used by the cognitive radio in frequency division multiple

access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), or

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

wireless communication systems.

2.3.2 Spectrum underlay

In the spectrum underlay access method, the cognitive

users transmit concurrently with primary user as shown in

Fig. 2(b). However, the transmit power of cognitive user

should be limited so that the interference caused by the

cognitive users to the primary users remain below the

interference temperature limit [26]. The interference tem-

perature is defined as the interference limit set at primary

user’s receiver up to which it can tolerate interference

without affecting their operation. The spectrum underlay

technique is used for cognitive radio systems using code

division multiple access (CDMA) or ultra-wide band

(UWB) technology [2]. Therefore, in the spectrum under-

lay access technique, the spectrum sensing to detect the

spectrum hole for cognitive users transmission is not

needed, however, threshold level for the interference

avoidance is required.

2.3.3 Spectrum overlay

In the spectrum overlay mode of spectrum access method,

the concurrent primary and cognitive user’s transmission

are allowed as shown in Fig. 2(c). However, the interfer-

ence at secondary and primary receiver is mitigated by the

advanced pre-coding and interference cancellation tech-

niques as discussed in [28–30]. Although, the spectrum

overlay is a promising spectrum sharing technique, it

requires high degree of cooperation with primary users and

requires knowledge of primary user message signal. In

addition to this, the cognitive users helps to relay the pri-

mary user’s information by utilizing some part of its power

and remaining power for transmitting its own data [31, 32]

in this technique. Therefore, the increase in primary user’s

SNR due to relaying is balanced by the decrease in its SNR

due to cognitive user’s interference resulting in same SNR

at primary receiver without cognitive user. Hence, the pri-

mary user is unaware about the cognitive user’s presence.

The dirty paper coding [33] is used by cognitive transmitter

to mitigate the interference at cognitive receiver.

3 Different domains of spectrum sharing

The spectrum sharing plays a major role in the cognitive

radio communication systems and it can be performed by

using various techniques. However, the implementation of

Fig. 2 The spectrum access

techniques a spectrum

interweaves, b spectrum

underlay and, c spectrum

overlay approach
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a particular spectrum sharing technique depends on the

QoS requirements. In this section, various sharing tech-

niques are presented as follows.

3.1 Power control

The cognitive radios must follow the rules/restrictions to

access the spectrum [2] and the management of protocol as

well as a reliable and scalable mechanism, which allow a

cognitive user to follow the rules, is required. However, in

case, the protocols are violated then proactive and reactive

techniques of power control is used to avoid this misbe-

havior. A proactive technique includes the rule (for

example, maximum power limit) and an enforcement

mechanism (power allocation), however this proactive

technique is applied before the cognitive radio users start

misbehaving that is before violating the spectrum access

rules. On the other hand, a reactive technique is required to

punish the misbehaving cognitive radio. Since the cogni-

tive users coexist with the primary users in an operating

spectrum, mere consideration of transmission power limits

on a channel may not be sufficient [34]. The presence of

primary users in the adjacent channels forces to reduce the

demand for signal power transmission on an available

channel for minimum adjacent channel interference.

Hence, the occupancy of the neighboring channels is a

critical parameter for the improved spectrum sharing in

transmit power mode. Further, in the opportunistic spec-

trum access transmission model, the cognitive user can

transmit only when it detects the spectrum holes, which is

the time duration that primary user is not transmitting over

the band. However, in [35], the authors proposed a new

spectrum sharing transmission model in which the cogni-

tive user can transmit at any time without detecting that

primary user, which is active or not but it has to restrict its

transmission power so that the harmful interference at

primary user is avoided. This consideration is good for the

case when the perfect channel state information is not

available and it is similar operation as that of Ultra-Wide

Band (UWB). However, the restriction on the transmit

power decreases the transmission range of the cognitive

radio user data and could not take full-advantage of

unutilized licensed spectrum in which it can transmit with

maximum power. Therefore, the authors in [36] have

proposed that the sensing is performed to vary the trans-

mission power of the cognitive user, so that when the

primary user is active, the cognitive user transmits with

low power to avoid the interference at primary user and

vice versa. In addition to this, the wrong/partial channel

information results the degradation of cognitive radio

system performance [37].

Further, the adaptation in transmission power and rate

according to fading conditions is discussed in [38, 39].

Kang [40], have determined the optimal power allocation

to cognitive users under Rayleigh fading environment with

the assumption of channel state information (CSI) avail-

ability at cognitive users and have computed the ergodic

and outage capacities closed-form expressions. Moreover,

one important parameter, namely, the interference trans-

mission ratio (ITR) which is the ratio of primary to sec-

ondary channel gain, has been defined based on which the

cognitive user get the priority to transmit over other cog-

nitive user. Further, OFDM based cognitive radio network

is also exploited by researchers/scientists and the several

authors have described different methods for the allocation

of optimal power to the subcarriers of cognitive radio user

because of the side-by-side coexistence of cognitive and

primary users. Initially, the power loading method [41] has

been developed for the OFDM cognitive radio network to

allocate the optimal power to the subcarriers keeping

interference constraint satisfied and using the location

information of secondary subcarrier with respect to the

primary users. The gradient decent approach [42], have

been considered for power allocation to the subcarriers of

OFDM cognitive radio network and have obtained mini-

mum of the function to achieve capacity with the given

interference temperature constraint. Furthermore, Zhang

and Leung [43] have considered two constraints in OFDM

cognitive radio network for optimum power allocation

namely, the co-channel and adjacent channel interference

constraint at the cost of high complexity O(Nlog-

N) ? O(LM) (where N is the number of subcarriers of

cognitive user and L is the number of primary user trans-

mitter receiver pair) in comparison to the gradient based

approach [42] considering only the adjacent channel

interference and having complexity of O(N). Moreover, Li

[44] has used the geometrical programming approach for

power allocation by considering the channel conditions,

interference temperature, and required signal-to-interfer-

ence noise ratio (SINR) in the centralized cognitive radio

network. However, the author have considered only single

licensed channel of a primary user, which has been shared

by the multiple cognitive users simultaneously with CDMA

technique and their main aim is the power saving by lim-

iting the transmit power of the cognitive users.

In contrary, Chan and Zhang [45] have considered only

single cognitive user and multiple primary users and have

presented iteration minimum algorithm to obtain the opti-

mal sensing time and transmit power for all the licensed

channels to maximize utilization of all available channels.

The complexity of iteration minimum method [45] is given

as O(TfslogM ? M) and has obtained the optimal solution

in two iterations. The comparison of various power allo-

cation methods in OFDM based cognitive radio networks

are illustrated in Table 1. Since, the fairness is one of

the important parameter considered for the network
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performance, therefore, Wang et al. [46] have considered

the fairness of the cognitive users in the OFDM based

cognitive radio network and have proposed fast optimal

power and simple power distribution algorithm with com-

plexities of O(L2N) and O(L ? N), respectively. Moreover,

the cognitive user’s capacity optimization problem has

been solved with interference, fairness and total power

constraints taking into account [46]. Further, in [47], the

joint rate and power optimization problem has been con-

sidered in max–min and proportional fairness scenario. The

results have presented the proportional fairness, which has

resulted higher throughput at the cost of some unfairness

than the max–min fairness criteria [47]. Moreover, in [48],

the authors have proposed an algorithm for spectrum

allocation in both centralized and distributed approaches

for optimizing the utilization and fairness, and the proposed

algorithm have improved the throughput with reduced

interference and complexity. In [49], SINR balancing

problem has been considered which takes into account the

fairness of cognitive users in the network under peak-

transmit power and average interference power constraint.

Further, the multiple constraint optimization problems in

[49] have been divided into single constraint sub-problem

to find the optimal solution. Moreover, to attempt the

computation complexity problem in cognitive radio net-

works, Wang et al. [50] have proposed a fast algorithm for

OFDM based cognitive radio network. Furthermore, in

[51], a filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) scheme has been

proposed instead of OFDM scheme for multicarrier com-

munication in cognitive radio network, which have low

complexity power allocation. However, the computation

complexity of power and spectrum allocation problems in

cognitive radio heterogeneous network has been reduced

by the dynamic resource allocation method as discussed in

[52].

Recently, a new power domain spectrum sharing method

called the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [53]

has been explored by the researchers/scientists. Various

advantages of NOMA like higher throughput due to the

wide bandwidth, exploitation of channel gain for optimal

power allocation, has outperformed OFDM scheme [54]

and is beneficial for the spectrum sharing in cognitive

radio. All the users of NOMA utilize whole available

bandwidth in comparison to the OFDMA, where the

available bandwidth is divided into subcarriers which

results enhanced throughput [55] and the power allocation

to cognitive users considers the channel conditions, with

more transmit power allocated to the user with good

channel conditions in comparison to the user with more

severe environment. Since the same frequency is utilized

for all the users transmission in NOMA, therefore the

receiver should have capability to decode its signal care-

fully and minimize the co-channel interference. Therefore,

this system is somehow complex than that of OFDM in

terms of receiver decoding scheme. The NOMA is an

efficient scheme of spectrum sharing in cognitive radio

because it avoids the competition among the cognitive

users of getting the specific channels out of all the available

channels and there is need of only power control according

to the environment. The base station or central coordinator,

controls the power allocation to different users, however

for distributed environment NOMA concept is still open for

research.

3.2 Game theory

The game theory in cognitive radio network is developed

basically for the spectrum sharing through trading and

fairness rules and main objective is to fulfill the cognitive

network demand while maximizing revenue of the primary

Table 1 Comparison of power allocation methods in OFDM based cognitive radio networks

Power allocation

method

Description Complexity No. of

iterations

Gradient based

approach [42]

Power allocation to the cognitive users in time varying channel with adaptive step

size while transmitting in only unutilized licensed frequency band and

considering adjacent channel interference. In this approach, multiple primary

and cognitive users are considered

O(N) 3

Power loading

scheme [43]

Consider both the co-channel and adjacent channel interference due to

transmission by cognitive user in active and inactive licensed frequency bands,

and the power allocation is performed in time varying channel

O(NlogN) ? O(LM) L ? 1

Geometrical

programming

approach [44]

Considering coexistence of a primary user and multiple cognitive user in same

frequency band and the power allocation is performed to the cognitive users with

aim of power saving

Depends on the

number of

iterations.

Fixed

Iteration minimum

algorithm [45]

Single cognitive user pair and multiple primary users are considered and cognitive

users transmit only in unutilized licensed channels

O(TfslogN ? N) 2
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network. Therefore, employing the game theory could

effectively guarantee the fairness and rationality or the

spectrum management among the cognitive network [56].

Further, in [56], the authors have also proposed the OODA

(orient-observe-decide and act) method to share the pri-

mary network’s spectrum among multiple heterogeneous

cognitive networks with different QoS requirements and

this method take into account the behavior modeling of the

cognitive users. Moreover, there are two important sce-

narios of the spectrum sharing in heterogeneous cognitive

network through the game theory, which are discussed as

follows. (1) in which there are multiple cognitive networks

than the primary networks and (2) in which there are

multiple primary networks than the cognitive networks.

However, only the harmonic utility functions of both the

primary and secondary networks are defined.

Further, the authors in [57] have considered the varying

bandwidth subcarriers of multicarrier communication net-

work allocated to the cognitive user and the utility function

with aim to maximize the data rate of cognitive users with

constraint on resources such as power, spectrum and

bandwidth are defined. The main contribution of this work

lies on the definition of utility function which is based on

the proportional fairness, harmonic mean fairness and

maximum/minimum fairness with allocation problems. In

addition to this, the channel conditions are considered for

resource allocation among the competing cognitive users.

In [57, 58], the authors have considered the same

assumption on a node that it cannot transmit and receive on

the same channel, simultaneously and have allocated the

resources to competing users in the ad-hoc network, how-

ever [57] solves the convex optimization problem and in

[58], the resource allocation by the connectivity graph

coloring method is performed. The advantage of technique

discussed in [57] over the connectivity graph is the less

iteration requirement and throughput is significantly more

in comparison to the iterative or connecting graph alloca-

tion. However, in both the schemes discussed in [57, 58],

there are only one homogeneous primary user network

which is utilized by the cognitive users without considering

the heterogeneity of the primary user system. The authors

in [59] have maximized the cognitive radio links capacities

by using the incremental sub-gradient optimization

approach for both with and without the fairness constraints

and assumed that each cognitive radio user is half-duplex.

The constant bandwidth of each OFDM subcarrier, which

the cognitive users are utilizing, is considered and the

occupied probability of subcarrier is incorporated into the

resource allocation optimization problem. In the afore-

mentioned references [56–59], the entire available spec-

trum from the spectrum pool is divided into orthogonal

subcarriers for OFDM access scheme in order to minimize

the interference and enhance the spectrum efficiency.

However, through the game theoretical spectrum sharing

using OFDM access scheme in ad-hoc cognitive network,

Niyato and Hossain [60] have performed the sharing of

licensed spectrum using TDMA mode in the centralized

cognitive network where all the available bandwidth is

accessed by multiple cognitive users at different times.

Moreover, this technique is simpler than the multicarrier

communication but it result the throughput degradation in

comparison to the multicarrier OFDM access scheme.

Niyato and Hossain [60] have emphasized on the vari-

ous factors of spectrum trading between the primary and

secondary users. The spectrum trading is the process which

is needed after spectrum sensing to share the sensed idle

channels. In the literature, three kinds of trading markets

are defined viz monopoly, oligopoly and exchange market

as discussed in detail in [61]. In [62], Nie and Comaniciu

have investigated the design of channel sharing etiquette

for the cognitive radio networks for both the cooperative

and non-cooperative scenarios. For the spectrum sharing

game in the cognitive radio network, the cognitive radios

are the players and their strategies are the selection of new

transmission parameters and new transmission frequencies,

which influence their own performance as well as the

performance of the neighboring players. In [62], the

authors have also proposed two different utility functions:

(1) for the selfish cognitive user that adapt to the channel

for its transmission by causing little interference on that

channel and (2) cooperative cognitive users which adapt to

that channel which create little interference on that channel

as well as on neighboring nodes/channels. Thus, the latter

type of utility function requires users cooperation and

hence much better than former, but at the cost of the

increase in overhead. The cognitive user’s utility function

depends on the application. For example, in time-critical

applications, a short delay or a minimum jitter are impor-

tant criteria otherwise low bit-error-rate may be far more

important than time criticality. These factors will be

reflected in the user’s utility functions, which they want to

optimize [63]. The performances of different components

of game theoretical framework for radio resource man-

agement, namely, the network-level bandwidth allocation,

connection-level bandwidth allocation, capacity reserva-

tion, and admission control have been analyzed in detail in

[64]. In addition to this, the method of spectrum sharing

between various primary and secondary users based on the

cost and amount of required bandwidth is explored in [65].

Furthermore, in [66, 67], the most common application

of game theory that is the auction theory in cognitive radio

spectrum sharing through interaction procedure between

the cognitive users and primary users is presented. The

optimality solution for obtaining the equilibrium in demand

and supply of the auctioned spectrum is discussed in [68].

Moreover, it has been presented that the Nash equilibrium
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[69] is used for non-cooperative game theory for allocating

the spectrum to multiple cognitive users and Nash bar-

gaining solution is for the cooperative game among cog-

nitive and licensed users [68]. However, the static game

spectrum sharing method employed for the spectrum allo-

cation in [69] has deteriorated the efficiency of wireless

network because of the inefficient Nash equilibrium out-

comes due to the user’s selfishness of achieving its own

benefit discarding overall and fair spectrum sharing.

Moreover, the spectrum sharing through cooperative game

theory gives single objective function of all the cognitive

users and provides optimal solution by considering each

user’s interest called linear proportional fairness method of

spectrum sharing. In multiple cognitive users competing

environment, the most common auction schemes are

sequential auction [70] or Vickrey auctions [70], however

the time definite assignment of spectrum [66] makes

Vickrey auction more advantageous than that of the

sequential auction for the cognitive users spectrum sharing.

Moreover, the single and double auction methods are

also defined as the classification of auction methods [71].

In the single auction trading method there is one seller and

many buyers, and the buyer which bid highest wins the

item. However, in case the number of sellers and buyers

grow large, double auction is efficient method for spectrum

trading. In double auction [71, 72], the sellers/buyers

submit their selling/buying prices to the auctioneer (spec-

trum broker) and the auctioneer decides to allocate the

spectrum to the specific buyer at the price higher than that

asked by specific seller to make profit for itself [73].

Moreover, the equilibrium in single and double auction

methods have been discussed in detail in [74]. Further, in

[75], the bidding procedure for the internet has been dis-

cussed with procedure constituting perfect Bayesian equi-

librium. In [76], the authors have discussed the double

auction in the primary and cognitive radio networks with

the primary and cognitive users being the bidders of the

available channels. The authors in [76] have considered

that the broker will allocate the single channel to only one

primary user network and to single/multiple cognitive user

networks with primary network having higher priority than

the cognitive user networks. Apart from this, the algo-

rithms have also been proposed in [76] when there is single

and multiple cognitive user networks on the single channel.

Moreover, in [77], the double spectrum allocation problem

has been designed for the spectrum allocation to primary

and cognitive users, and in the proposed scheme the cog-

nitive users request comes online. Also, the truthful

mechanism for primary and cognitive users has been pro-

posed that is called truthful online double auction (TODA)

mechanism [77]. In addition to this, the benefited primary

user network will get after trading the spectrum to cogni-

tive network depends upon the amount of spectrum and the

amount of time the allocation is performed. However, the

primary network should not deteriorate its own user’s

services in order to get more benefit. Therefore, Chang and

Chen in [66] have considered the QoS of primary users

through its blocking rate to ensure the proper allocation.

The benefits of primary users, cognitive users, regulatory

system and service provider have been considered and a

super-frame structure of cognitive users for competing with

each other is explored in [66]. In addition to this, the

Vickrey auction scheme based on SINR and power is also

discussed in [66] and the min–max fair SINR allocation is

performed for cognitive game spectrum allocation. Instead

of pricing and auction theory, the revenue based sharing is

proposed in [78] in which the revenue shared by primary

user network depends on the resources allocation among

the primary and cognitive users. Moreover, the spectrum

allocation to cognitive users by primary service provider is

considered as NP hard problem as discussed in [79], in

which the authors have proposed an auction algorithm that

cannot be solved in polynomial time.

3.3 Multiple antennas

The concept of multiple antennas has also been exploited

as a potential method for the spectrum sharing in the

cognitive radio communication system due to the

throughput enhancement and interference cancellation. A

system model for the cognitive radio network, where

multiple antennas are implemented at cognitive user

transmitter is presented [80], which provides the significant

enhancement in the channel capacity as compared to the

single antenna at the cognitive user transmitter. In addition

to this, it is also able to transmit on the same spectrum

which the primary user is currently using due to the mul-

tiple antennas beam-forming. Moreover, the multiple

antennas are used to allocate the transmit dimensions in

space and hence provide the cognitive transmitter in a

cognitive radio network more degrees of freedom in space

in addition to the time and frequency to balance between

maximizing its own transmit rate and minimizing the

interference powers at the primary receivers. However, two

algorithms: direct- channel singular value decomposition

(D-SVD) and projected-channel SVD (P-SVD), which

enhance the cognitive radio user capacity and avoid the

interference at primary receiver by projecting null to the

primary receiver through beam-forming, respectively, are

proposed in [80]. Bakr et al. [81] have used the antenna

weights to place nulls at the primary receivers whereas the

secondary radio receivers use adaptive techniques to

decode in the presence of interference from the primary

users. To obtain the antenna weights, the channel estima-

tion is performed through the feedback from the primary

receivers and uses these estimates to compute the
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appropriate antenna weight. The antenna weights are then

adapted by the cognitive radio transmitter antennas to form

the radiation pattern which nullify the interference at pri-

mary receiver and provide efficient communication to its

respective cognitive radio receiver.

Furthermore, in [82, 83], the authors have discussed

about the characteristic function and its application in

computation of the channel capacity under the fading

environment. In [84], the moment generating function

(MGF) and characteristic function (CF) is used to compute

the error rate as well as channel capacity. The fading

channel capacity using the MGF approach in multiple

antennas scenario with different correlation coefficient in

the fading environments has been formulated in [85]. The

authors in [86] have considered the cognitive radio spec-

trum sharing scenario without conventional constraint in

the sharing environment that is on the cognitive users

transmit power and primary user received interference

power, and has interpreted that this results without degra-

dation of the secondary or primary services due to the

linear processing of the channel gains in multiple antennas

spatial domain. The authors have also considered the

imperfect channel state information (CSI) effect on the

system performance, however the proposed method is not

suitable for the cognitive users sharing full-duplex primary

user spectrum. In addition to this, the authors of [87] have

computed the single cognitive user system capacity by

considering the interference constraint at primary receiver

and hence need to limit its transmit power. Moreover, the

multiple antennas are considered at both the secondary and

primary users. However, the pre-whitening instead of post-

whitening multi-antenna spectrum sharing technique is

considered for the cognitive users which have reduced the

amount of interference at primary receiver in comparison

to the post-whitening scheme.

Further, the underlay multicast method of spectrum

sharing in cognitive radio has been proposed in [88], using

the multiple antennas only at cognitive access point, then

broadcast the same information to all cognitive receivers

with beam-steering and limit the side-lobe power to the

primary receiver. However, the perfect CSI is needed in

[88] otherwise coexistence of cognitive and primary users

in the same spectrum might degrade both the primary and

cognitive user performance. Sridharan and Vishwanath in

[89] have derived the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)

cognitive channel (MCC) capacity with CSI knowledge at

cognitive user. However, there is transmit power limit at

both primary and secondary transmitter and MCC capacity

is maximized by considering these two transmit power

constraint at both the transmitter with the help of Lagran-

ge’s optimization. Since the cognitive user system does not

want to change the primary user network and should not

impose any restriction on the primary network, therefore

the primary user transmit power constraint [89] is not

feasible solution to enhance the cognitive radio system

performance. In [90], Adian, and Aghaeinia have jointly

considered the transmission time and power allocation to

the heterogeneous cognitive users in centralized and dis-

tributed cognitive network. In addition to this, the authors

also have considered multiple antennas advantage with

constraint of resource allocation fairness in heterogeneous

cognitive user network. Recently, a new multiple antenna

channel model called cognitive interference channel

instead of classical interference channel has been consid-

ered in [91] where the cognitive transmitter is provided

with the knowledge of the primary user data. This extra

information at cognitive transmitter helps to know about

the neighboring nodes.

3.4 Medium access control (MAC) protocol

Traditionally, in the spectrum sharing, the users get access

to the channel through medium access control (MAC)

protocol. The main difference in MAC protocol of tradi-

tional wireless communication and cognitive radio system

is that the multiple channels have to be shared by the

multiple cognitive users instead of the single channel

sharing by the multiple users in conventional MAC pro-

tocols. In addition to this, the cognitive users have to dif-

ferentiate between the primary user and cognitive user

transmission, therefore it has to decide whether to stop

transmission to protect the primary user or to retransmit in

case of interference with other cognitive user. The avail-

able licensed channels for communication vary with time

and location, due to this reason each cognitive user does

not have fixed number of channels for transmission. All

these functioning have to be incorporated into MAC pro-

tocol of the cognitive radio communication system. Since

the cognitive user has intelligence capability and is able to

switch among multiple channels and therefore, it is nec-

essary in the cognitive radio MAC protocol spectrum

sharing technique that the sensing and switching feature

has to be incorporated. In addition to this, there may be

multiple cognitive radio users trying to access the spec-

trum, therefore the cognitive radio network MAC protocol

access should be coordinated to prevent multiple users

colliding in overlapping portions of the spectrum. The

cross-layer design and optimization methods [92, 93] for

the cognitive radio have been provided to mitigate the

layered protocol and structure limitations. The physical

layer directly deals with the physical environment/channel

that is followed by the MAC layer, which needs great

attention for the design of communication system, and

other various parameters of this layer are frame type, frame

size, data rate, channel/time slot allocation, scheduling

scheme, retransmission probability etc. All these parameters
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of MAC layer are the part of MAC protocol and are

responsible for the spectrum sensing and spectrum access

decisions [94]. The major objectives of cognitive MAC

protocol designs are:

1. To optimize the spectrum sensing and spectrum access

decision,

2. To control the multiuser access in the multichannel

network, and

3. To allocate the radio spectrum and schedule traffic

transmission.

For DSA-based cognitive radio networks,MACprotocols

which have been designed for traditional wireless networks

need to be modified to include the spectrum sensing and

spectrum access. The design ofMAC protocols for cognitive

radios are very challenging task due to the requirement for

the coexistence of cognitive users with licensed users [94]

and such a protocol needs to achieve the highest spectrum

utilization by detecting all the spectrum opportunities

accurately to access the spectrum so that the collision with

the other cognitive users has to be minimized. However,

based on the channel quality, the transmission parameters

such as modulation and coding level can be adapted at the

MAC level. Various ideas have been discussed to use some

optimization model [94–96] for optimizing the spectrum

sensing and spectrum access decision. In [94], Kim and Shin

have discussed the mechanism for sensing period opti-

mization and idle channel discovery delay reduction by the

cognitive users. However, in [95], POMDP (partially

observable Markov decision process) is employed for

accessing the licensed channels by cognitive users. The

MAC protocol has to select the best available channels to

sense and based upon different channels sensing results, the

cognitive radio user decides which channel has to access for

the data transmission. This decision is based on the objective

to maximize the transmission rate, and the constraints like

the collision probability with a licensed user must be lower

than the threshold. Considering the hardware constraints

such as single radio, partial spectrum sensing and spectrum

aggregation limit, the hardware constraint-MAC (HC-MAC)

[96] has been proposed for an efficient spectrum sensing and

access decision. The model is applicable for single or mul-

tiple channels/single or multiple users however it suffers

from multichannel hidden terminal problem [96].

Further, the MAC protocol for multichannel and mul-

tiuser cognitive radio systems have been discussed in [97–

102]. Moreover, the main objective of these systems is to

perform negotiations among the cognitive users for spectrum

access in the multichannel environments and to avoid col-

lisions due to the simultaneous transmissions. In [97], the

cognitive MAC (C-MAC) protocol is proposed for the dis-

tributed cognitive radio network in which there is no central

entity like base station available for the coordination among

the cognitive radio terminal as presented in Fig. 3. In

C-MAC, each available licensed channel is scheduled,

which is divided into super-frames that consist of consecu-

tive beacon and data transmission period. A rendezvous

channel (RC) is assumed to be available throughout the

network operation, which provides the synchronization and

coordination among the cognitive users through non-over-

lapping beacon periods. There is backup channel also, which

is detected during the sensing and is used to immediately

provide choice of alternate spectrum band in case of

appearance of the primary user. Each cognitive radio user

periodically visits RC for sharing of load information of each

band for: (1) synchronization, (2) to gather the information

about primary and secondary user discovery, (3) to avoid the

hidden node problem and, (4) to exchange the schedules for

beacon periods so that beacons are not simultaneously sent

over all the spectrum bands. Further, each cognitive terminal

that wants to send data to its intended receiver will first send

beacon signal during its designated beacon slot, coordinate

with other users and once synchronized then can transmit

over assigned channel. However, any spectrum change by

the cognitive terminal that occurs in C-MAC must first be

announced over the RC so that other cognitive user will also

know about this change. Therefore, to set up an RC which is

available throughout the cognitive network is a very

important issue. However, this protocol has some technical

issues such as to setup non-overlapping beacon, quiet peri-

ods without any central entity and RC availability [97]. In

addition to this, the network synchronization must needed in

C-MAC and needed for beacon control infrastructure makes

it more complex. However, it is free from the hidden ter-

minal problem as in the case with HC-MAC [96]. The cog-

nitive radio enabledmulti-channel (CREAM)MACprotocol

has also been discussed in [98], which is free from hidden-

terminal problem and network synchronization, however

there is large communication overhead in this MAC

protocol.

Further, the opportunistic spectrum access—MAC

(OSA–MAC) for distributed cognitive radio network is

proposed in [99] which is somehow similar to the archi-

tecture of IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc MAC protocol, however,

the functioning is different than WLAN IEEE 802.11 MAC

[103] as further explained. In the OSA–MAC, there is one

dedicated control channel for cognitive users to exchange

the control information, which is owned by the cognitive

user service provider. The time of each channel is also

divided into beacon intervals and all the cognitive users are

synchronized with periodic beacon transmission. Each

beacon interval consists of three phases namely, the

channel selection phase, sensing phase and data transmis-

sion phase as shown in Fig. 4.

The cognitive user transmitter first sends ad-hoc traffic

indication message (ATIM) over the control channel to its
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receiver that contains the licensed idle channels list that it

wants to use for data transmission.With the agreement on the

selected channel, the cognitive receiver fed back ATIM-

ACK (acknowledgment) to the transmitter over control

channel, after that cognitive user switches to selected chan-

nel and start sensing it continuously during the sensing

phase. However, if there is no primary user detected on the

selected channel then data is transmitted during data trans-

mission phase otherwise with the detection of primary user,

the cognitive radio switches back to the control channel. The

major limitation of OSA–MAC is large overhead before the

actual data transmission as shown in Fig. 4, the data of

cognitive user is transmitted after request-to-send (RTS) and

clear-to-send (CTS) message exchange with respective

receiver which is preceded by the amount of time at which

the back-off timer has expired. There is bandwidth wastage

also during ATIM window in OSA-MAC.

Further, an error adaptive MAC protocol [100] has been

proposed with switching of error recovery and dual trans-

mission modes according to the channel status of the

cognitive radio network. Moreover, the additional channels

detected during the sensing are utilized for error recovery

in poor channel conditions and to increase the throughput

for good channel states as shown in Fig. 5. However, this

protocol makes the receiver systems more complex due to

precise channel estimators and need more than one trans-

ceiver for utilizing large number of idle channels.

Recently, a self-scheduling multi-channel cognitive

radio-MAC (SMC-MAC) protocol for the distributed cog-

nitive network is shown in Fig. 6, has been proposed [104],

in which the cooperation among the cognitive users has

minimized the sensing time and has enhanced the

throughput. However, the technical issues needed to be

handled in this protocol are the collisions of cognitive users

in contention interval and the bandwidth wastage over the

licensed channels during Tss and Tct period as shown in

Fig. 6. In [105], the throughput of cognitive network is also

enhanced with the use of back-off algorithm. The priori-

tized cognitive radio MAC (PCR-MAC) [106], cooperate

and access spectrum sharing protocol [107], distributed

sequential access MAC (DSA-MAC) [108] and cognitive

adaptive MAC (CAMAC) [109] have been presented and

various cognitive radio MAC protocols comparison are

shown in Table 2. Further, the impact of selfish users on

the MAC protocol fairness has been considered in [110]

using Jain’s fairness index [111].

There is significant scope for devising protocols that

adapt the cognitive radio transmissions based on the type of

the interferer. The newer performance metrics that capture

the cognitive radio specific improvements should be

devised and used for evaluating different MAC protocols.

However, we believe that MAC protocol design for cog-

nitive radio is an open area of research and will be of

interest to both the industry and the academia as this

technology matures in the next few years.

3.5 Throughput/capacity of cognitive radio

In general, the channel capacity is used as a basic tool for

the performance analysis and design of new and more

Fig. 3 The multichannel super-frame structures for C-MAC protocol in the distributed cognitive network as in [97]
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efficient techniques to improve the spectral efficiency of

wireless communication systems. In the frame structure of

cognitive radio user, longer sensing time accurately detect

the presence of primary users and improves the sensing

performance. However, for a fixed frame size (T), the

longer sensing time (s) shorten the allowable data trans-

mission time (T � s) of the cognitive users as is clear from
the below mentioned throughput equation of the cognitive

user and the sensing-throughput tradeoff problem occurred

[113].

T � s
T

P H1ð Þ 1� Pdð Þ log2 1þ SNRs

1þ SNRp

� ��

þP H0ð Þð1� Pf Þ log2 1þ SNRsð Þ
#

In the aforementioned equation, P H1ð Þ and P H0ð Þ
denotes the probability of a channel being idle and busy, Pd

and Pf are the detection and false alarm probability and

SNRs and SNRp are received signal-to-noise ratio of sec-

ondary and primary users, respectively. This above men-

tioned MAC frame structure is shown in Fig. 7 reveals that

the increased sensing time results in decreased data trans-

mission time and vice versa. In addition to this, the authors

have also obtained the optimal sensing slot duration in

MAC frame, which maximizes the achievable throughput

for cognitive users under the constraint that primary users

are sufficiently protected from the cognitive radio user’s

transmission. The duration of sensing time, significantly

affects the throughput of cognitive users [113]. There is

another technique to improve the spectrum sensing and

Fig. 4 Multichannel timing structure of OSA-MAC protocol for the distributed cognitive network [99]

Fig. 5 The mode transition for error adaptive MAC protocol in the distributed cognitive radio network [99]
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throughput performance that is the cooperative sensing,

which is discussed in detail in [114]. There are various

cooperative schemes to combine the sensing information

from the cognitive users, such as the k-out-of-N fusion rule

[115], soft-decision based fusion [116], and weighted data

based fusion [117]. However, the joint optimization of

sensing time and parameters of the cooperative sensing

scheme are proposed in [115], which maximize the

throughput of cognitive users. In [94, 118], the authors

have optimized the total frame time of cognitive users for

known traffic pattern of licensed users. However, Hidden

Markov Model (HMM) has been used to determine the

traffic pattern of primary users in [119], in which Akbar

and Tranter define that instead of jumping out from the

frequency band after detecting the presence of signal from

the licensed user, the cognitive radio network perform

prediction on the usage behavior of frequency band of

interests, and then decides to remain in the same frequency

Fig. 6 The self-scheduling

multi-channel MAC protocol

[104]

Table 2 Performance comparison of various CR-MAC protocols

Protocol MAC technique Spectrum access

technique

No. of transceivers Dedicated

control

channel

Synchronization

needed

Hidden

terminal

problem

HC-MAC [96] Contention based Overlay 1 Yes No Yes

C-MAC [97] Polling based Interweave/OSA 1 Yes Yes No

CREAM-MAC [98] Contention based Interweave/OSA 1 with multiple

sensors

Yes No No

OSA-MAC [99] Contention based Interweave/OSA 1 No Yes No

Error adaptive MAC

[100]

Contention based Interweave/OSA More than one No No Yes

SMC-MAC [104] Contention based Interweave/OSA 1 Yes No No

PCR-MAC [106] Contention based Interweave/OSA 2 Yes No No

Cooperate and access

spectrum sharing

protocol [107]

TDMA based Overlay 1 No Yes Yes

DSA-MAC [108] Polling based Interweave/OSA 1 No Yes No

CAMAC [109] Contention based Interweave/OSA 1 Yes No No

MMAC-CR [112] Contention based Interweave/OSA 2 Yes Yes No
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band or move to the another band. If the correct prediction

is performed using HMM, the cognitive radio can leave the

current frequency band before detecting any signal from

the primary user, thus avoid the data loss and interference

to and from the primary user network.

In [120], Stotas and Nallanathan have proposed a system

model of cognitive radio in which the sensing and trans-

mission is performed simultaneously in each frame to

enhance the throughput and its frame structure as shown in

Fig. 8. In addition to this, Stotas and Nallanathan [120]

have also illustrated the throughput in both cases: one in

which sensing and transmission is performed alternatively

in each frame and other in which both are performed,

simultaneously. However, the major limitation of [120] is

that it utilizes the previous frame’s sensing results for

making decision of data transmission in the current frame

and it affect the cognitive and primary system performance

in case primary user start transmitting in between the data

transmission which is sensed but not utilized for current

frame. However, this limitation is rectified in [121, 122] by

applying sensing results of the same frame for data trans-

mission in that frame with the help of flag bit. The new

frame structure proposed in [121] is shown in Fig. 9 and

this proposed frame structure is free from sensing-

throughput tradeoff problem as given in below mentioned

equation [121]:

P H1ð Þ 1� Pdð Þ log2 1þ SNRs

1þ SNRp

� �
þ P H0ð Þ

ð1� Pf Þ log2 1þ SNRsð Þ

The channel capacity of AWGN (Additive White

Gaussian Noise) channel has been demonstrated by Shan-

non [123] and then the channel capacity in Rayleigh fading

channel is given as C ¼
R1
0

Blog2 1þ cð Þp cð Þdc where c is

the received SNR in the Rayleigh fading channel and p cð Þ is
the pdf of the Rayleigh channel [124]. The above defined

capacity is the average of the AWGN channel capacity. The

results reveal that the average channel capacity in case of

the fading environment is always less than that of AWGN

channel and improvement in the capacity is achieved by

using the diversity combining techniques. In [125], Ghasem

and Sousa have considered the fading channel in cognitive

radio system and the capacity gain is provided to cognitive

radio user when the channel between the primary receiver

and cognitive transmitter is faded because the cognitive

radio user may transmit with higher power in case of fading

in contrast to AWGN channel without crossing the inter-

ference temperature limit at the primary receiver. More-

over, in [125] the channel capacity in cognitive radio

network with average received and peak received power

constraints has been considered and the capacity opti-

mization problem for cognitive transmitter to cognitive

receiver channel gain g1 and secondary transmitter to pri-

mary receiver channel gain g1 has been defined as [125]:

C ¼ max
P g0;g1 � 0ð Þ

ZZ
Blog2 1þ g1P g0; g1ð Þ

N0B

� �

x1 g1ð Þf0 g0ð Þdg1dg0
Further, the simulation results discussed in [125] for the

channel capacity of cognitive radio user has been explored

for AWGN as well as for others fading environments. In

[126], Goldsmith and Varaiya have discussed the capacity

over fading channels by using the channel state information

(CSI) for various transmitter and receiver adaptation poli-

cies. The mathematical expression for the channel capacity

has been developed for known channel power gain at both the

transmitter and receiver because of CSI. In [127], three

adaptive transmission schemes namely optimal power and

rate adaptation, constant power with optimal rate adaptation

and channel inversionwith fixed rate, are used in conjunction

with the diversity combining over Rayleigh fading channel

to compute the channel capacity. The channel capacity for

the optimal rate and power adaptation (OPRA), optimal rate

adaptation (ORA) and channel inversion with fixed rate

Fig. 7 Frame structure of

cognitive radio user resulting in

sensing throughput tradeoff

problem [113]

Fig. 8 The frame structure of

the system eliminating sensing-

throughput trade-off problem in

the cognitive radio

communication system [120]
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(CIFR), with parameter c0 defined as the optimal cutoff

carrier to noise ratio (CNR) value, are given as [127]:

Copra ¼ B r
1

c0

log2
c
c0

� �
pc cð Þdc; Cora

¼ B r
1

0

log2 cð Þpc cð Þdc; Ccifr

¼ Blog2 1þ 1

r
1
0

pc cð Þ
c dc

0
@

1
A

Further, in [128], the authors determine the single user

channel capacity using the maximal ratio combining

(MRC) diversity technique in correlated Rayleigh fading

environment. To compute the channel capacity and adap-

tation in transmit power and rate, the pdf of channel gain is

used. The channel capacity calculation in the fading envi-

ronment using pdf is quite complex because there exist

expressions including series. Then, the Generalized-K

fading is considered in [129, 130], which combine both the

small scale and large scale fading (shadowing) and derive

the mathematical expression for channel capacity using the

moment generating function (MGF). Further, the research

on MGF and generalized fading are discussed in detail in

[131, 132].

In [82, 83], the authors have discussed the characteristic

function, which is used to compute the channel capacity

under the fading environment. However, some of the lim-

itations of CF-based and MGF-based approach for the

computation of the channel capacity are discussed in [133]

and also several methods to remove these limitations are

explored. In [134], a general model for the cognitive radio

channel has been proposed in which two cognitive trans-

mitters can simultaneously use same frequency band to

send their data to their respective receivers with the help of

interference cancellation or mitigation techniques. In this

scheme one transmitter sees the transmission of other

transmitter as interference and tries to compensate it by

using dirty-paper coding [33]. In [135], the authors have

proposed the use of multiple antennas at both transmitter

and receiver for beam forming and transmit power is

adapted to provide the throughput enhancement in case of

the cellular system. However, the combine beam-forming

effect of the transmitter and receiver increases the channel

capacity and requires less transmit power as compared to

the systems with only transmitter beam-forming or receiver

beam-forming and explores the idea for further research.

The concept of multiple antennas is also used in [136]

under some assumptions and the throughput enhancement

has been compared with that of the single antenna user.

Further, Jafar and Srinivasa [137] have discussed two

aspects in cognitive radio: (1) distributed and (2) dynamic

nature of environment. Since the cognitive transmitter and

receiver are localized at different places, so it is natural that

their sensing region will be different due to particular

sensing range. Hence, the spectrum opportunity achieved

by the cognitive transmitter may not be sensed by cognitive

receiver and vice versa, which is called the distributed

nature. It may also be possible that the primary user will

switch own state very rapidly between the active and

inactive state, known as dynamic nature of the primary

users. In this case, it is very difficult to track this change

and is very challenging task. However, the handshake

between transmitter and receiver can be used to resolve this

problem. Jafar and Srinivasa [137] have proposed two-

switch models which capture both the distributed and

dynamic nature of the primary users and the channel

capacity for this model is computed. Further, Gastpar [138]

proposes a spatial spectrum sharing constraint, which

allows a network to access the same frequency band used

by the other network, simultaneously under the condition

that both the networks should be separated by a particular

distance and interference power restriction should be put

on the network and channel capacity has been computed

for this scenario. This method can be adapted for the

cognitive radio user by employing the cognitive user to

spatially share the spectrum with primary user. In [139],

the fading scenario and their effect on the rate and power

selection for the cognitive radio user are illustrated. The

Fig. 9 The new frame structure

of cognitive radio user [121]
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throughput of cognitive radio users has been computed by

considering the interference, transmit power and quality-

of-service constraints, which reveals the significant

improvement in the sensing reliability and throughput of

the cognitive user.

4 Conclusion and future directions

With the increasing importance of wireless communica-

tions, an adaptive and efficient utilization of the spectrum

resources are required. The traditional technology-specific

spectrum allocations are unable to accommodate the

increasing demand uncertainty that characterizes the

wireless communication today. The technology specific

spectrum allocation will, therefore, inevitably lead to sub-

optimal spectrum allocations. In this paper, we have pre-

sented an overview of the state-of-the-art of spectrum

sharing/management in the cognitive radio communication

system, which provides significantly high bandwidth to the

mobile users via the heterogeneous wireless architecture

and dynamic spectrum access techniques. Due to the

fluctuating nature of available spectrum and diverse qual-

ity-of-service requirements for various applications, it

imposes several challenges. The main challenges and

future research directions have been presented, when

emphasizing on the close-coupling of MAC protocol

design with the other layers of protocol stack.

The potential challenges in deploying the dynamic

spectrum access principles are those which significantly

improving the spectrum utilization efficiency without losing

the advantages associated with static spectrum allocation

scheme. However, the first challenge is to develop the

wireless devices and networks that can opportunistically

operate in different frequency bands, and other challenges in

the spectrum policy domain are to develop policies for the

dynamic spectrum access which leads to an efficient spec-

trum use, protect the rights of license holders and maintain

the quality-of-service. In addition to this, there are signifi-

cant economic considerations such as the policies which

must protect the interests of primary users those have made

significant investments in the infrastructure. Moreover, it

must be economically attractive to manufacturers and ser-

vice providers to develop and deploy the equipment for

opportunistic spectrum access by the cognitive users. The

importance of spectrum trading depends on the technical

advances made in the spectrum, such as power control,

channel selection, and access behaviour. However, the bal-

ance between the supply and demand of the spectrum is very

important parameter, which determines the future need of

the spectrum trading. This balance is controlled by the

technology as well as the ratio of license to license-exempt

spectrum. Next, whatever the paths, the spectrum

technologies follow in future, the definition of spectrum

usage rights is required as a framework for the user beha-

viour. Another important assumption in the earlier proposed

work is that the cognitive users know the location and

transmit power of the primary users so that the interference

computation can be performed easily. However, such

assumption may not always be valid in the cognitive radio

networks. Therefore, to fully realize the potential of cogni-

tive radio networks, there is a need to draw attention of the

research community for developing advanced, context based

and innovative methodologies/techniques and algorithms

possibly inspired by multi-disciplinary research fields.

The algorithm and protocol for self-configuring cogni-

tive radio, centralized/distributed cognitive radio network

and for radio resource management is an emerging research

area. Further, with all the spectrum decision and sharing

techniques, the channel is considered as a spectrum unit

hence the development of an algorithm is a crucial issue. In

general, the common control channel facilitates many

spectrum sharing functionalities, however a channel must

be vacated when the primary user choose channel, then the

implementation of a fixed common control channel is not

feasible. Moreover, in the cognitive radio networks a

channel common to all the users is highly dependent on

topology and varies over time. Therefore, the solution of

this issue is also very crucial in the cognitive radio com-

munication systems. Further, the primary and secondary

user’s mobility has incorporated complexity in the cogni-

tive radio network spectrum design. The presence or

absence of licensed channel for a stationary or pedestrian

cognitive user in a particular location will be ambiguous

when the licensed user is moving very fast. In addition to

this, the sensing decision of a particular channel in a sce-

nario may not be accurate for the fast moving cognitive

user because at the current location of cognitive user that

channel availability status might be different and it would

be recommended for fast cognitive users to do spectrum

sensing frequently to minimize the false-alarm probability.

In addition to this, the spectrum sharing in the cognitive

radio network is highly dependent on the number of users

in the system. If there are significantly more cognitive

users, then the competition among cognitive users may

decrease the cognitive radio network performance. There-

fore, it is necessary to have highly scalable spectrum

sharing cognitive radio system. Moreover, the energy

efficient cognitive terminal is the need of future cognitive

communication network and to incorporate the energy

efficiency is a challenging task for the cognitive radio

communication system designer.

The MAC protocol design should have some sleep and

wake kind of procedure without service degradation of

cognitive network. Since the user’s terminal have limited

battery life and the cognitive radio users sensing will also
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consume energy in addition to its data transmission there-

fore, the cognitive radio spectrum sharing techniques

should enhance the performance with minimum energy

consumption. The cognitive radio communication systems

work on the unutilized licensed channels and have lower

priority than the licensed users, therefore the blocking

probability of cognitive radio communication is signifi-

cantly high which creates severe problem, particularly, for

the real-time cognitive radio user’s traffic. The sharing

methods should be designed carefully in the cognitive radio

networks which fulfill the quality-of-service requirements

of the cognitive users. Furthermore, the security issues of

cognitive radio network are one of the important tasks of

the system designer and significantly more research work

has not been performed towards the cognitive radio user’s

secure data reception and it needs potential attention in this

field. The cognitive machine-to-machine communication

and machine learning techniques are also an emerging

issues and the spectrum sensing interface with the database

for accurate detection of licensed users is an open research

area in the cognitive radio network. Moreover, 5G com-

munication using the cognitive radio has been recently

proposed to performed on some higher frequencies e.g. on

28 GHz and 60 GHz [140], however it is challenging task

to have a un-interruptive communication at such high fre-

quency due to small coverage area and interference.

Therefore, the practical implementation of cognitive radio

in 5G is an open research area for researchers/scientists.
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